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Strengths:
African-
-Americ_an
Children
And Families

Asia G. Hilliard III

I am honored to be in this very special place at
this very special time. I am especially pleased
because I sense the character of the environment
that many people are trying to create here.
Indeed, this morning I am absent from the begin-
nings 'of such an environment in Atlantaour
Saturday School which for a full semester has
been located in a housing project in one of the
city's low income areas. At our Saturday School
a group of professors, graduate students, and
parents work together wi01 children, teaching
some basic skills, some history and culture. We
started out td be helpful, but what has happened
to us in the process is that no ()tie wants to
thiss Saturday School: It has come to mean more
to-us probably than it does to the children.
And so while it's hard for me to miss it this
morning, I'm happy to be here because I feel I'm
right at home, especially when I hear about how
you have to gp about paying for things and who
has to do the cleaning up and so forth.

I have done a lot of work on testing, but I have
no intentions' whatsoever of talking to you about
testing, mainly because it's irrelevant to what
you came'to hear: the strengths of people\with
specifiC focus on Black children 'and families.
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The strengths of Black children_and families
have been demonstrated many times over. Stu-
dents of AfricanlAmerican family life are,likely ,

to be quite familiar with the major acadeMic
- writings on the subject. W.E.B. DuBois (1909)
-was the first to-study the African-American
family systematically. Significantly DuBois,
in this and later studies of African-American
people, utilized a knowledge of the African
antecedents-in history and culture as a starting

4 poinf for his analysis. Nearly thirty years
later, E. Franklin Frazier (1939), the next most
significant scholar in this area, took_the posi-
tion that no meaningful'remnants of an-African
past were to.be found among'people who were
"only American and nothing more." African-
Americans, he strongly maintained, were to be
distinguisNed if at'all by color and/or caste:
coloyed, Negro, Black, or poor but not African.

6

Daniel P. Moynihan (1970) ditturbed the acade-
mic peace with his well-meaning but poorly-
grounded article on Black families. According
to Moynihan, slavery and oppression had broken
tlie will of the Black family which as a result
could now be seen meTely at,a "tangle of patho-

,

The-reaction to Moynihan's littlejAece wasp
fast, furious, and relentless. It continues to
this day in many forms. Andrew Billingsley
(1968) led the fray and was joined by such no-,

tables as Robert Staples (1977) , W. Nobles,,
(1974), R. Hill (1971), I. Ladner'(1971), and
many others. Hill in particular was masterful
in milking from.vast amounts of data important
nuances that escaped less sensitive observers,
Where Hill saw strength.in Black families,
Nobles saw the same strength manifest-in the,
African-American people, a significantly dif-
ferent but quite compatible perspective.

As I look back at the Moynihan controversy, I
believe that his "tangle of pathology" hypothe-

w
sis angered African-American scholars no.t so
much because they weren't.aware that African-
American families were under siege.in multiple
ways and that the siege did do harm to the
families. I 6elieve ehe anger, outrage, and
surprise were generated-because the hypothesis
was framed as if it dealt with the whole complex
of African-American reality. While Tecolizing
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,poast oppression, it failed to recognize or to
acknowledge present oppression. While it. tried
to illuminate the condition of the oppressed it
avoided analyzing the dynamics of oppression.

Finally, the hypothesis revealed the author's
true distance from flesh=and-blood African-
American people by interpreting statistics on
African-American families without understanding

\the,culture.

Were African-American families trapped in a

self=perpetuating tangle of 'pathology What
else could explain the persistence' of the cpn
dition? For me the salient dimensions whichc
describe and which determine the life experi-'
ences af AfriCanAmerican children and families

2 are these:

1. African-American cultural life is
the product'of a creative amalgama-
tianjbf antecedent African and
American cultural forms.

2. African-Americans, historically and
in'the present, have had and-con-
tinue to have extraordinary stresses

C-Mue to a variety of forms of syste-
l. matic and pervasive, overt and de-

,.faipto oppression.
Ti

4

It is impossible to understand the' reality of
African-American experiences without an aware-
ness of these two dimensions. That is why we
can learn more about African-American children
and families from sensitive novelists, poets,
and playwrights who observe from *his perspec-
tive than we can from virtually the entdre body
of research which has been done and which is
being done on African-American children and ,

families. The picture that emerges is not a ---,

traditional presentation of the African-American
family which would be hurt just as much by naive
romanticization as by malicious denigration.
Neither positive nor negative myths serve to
change the real condition of African-Amerilan-
people.

I must pause to clarify my strong preference for
the term "African-American," It is the only
designation that is cultdrally and ,historically
accurate. The designations "Negro," "Colored,"
"Black," "minority," simply do not provide us

3
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with information that helps us to focus on cul-
tural and historical realities. Perhaps these
labels are both cause and effect of error. We
see this in the apparent preference of American
social scientists for analytical models that
focus their efforts on individuals, couples,
and nuclear families. Since most Americin beT.
havioral scientists share the same cultura !
traditen or are ained by those who do,' 'er-

,

spectives from that tradition are projected onto
any cultural group, probably unconsciously (Hall,
1977). For example,'analystS of African-Ameri-
can language, often in complete ignorance of
any African antece4ents, proceed to treat what
they hear and readras if that wfs all (Turner,

.4141969)-7and this is after years of.empirical work
that demonstrated voss errors.

I-would define culture as nothing more than the
ways by which people learn to live, in and use
their environment, ways that are more or less
unique to the particular'group to which a person
belongs. Every group in turn creates language,
values, definitions, symbols, rituals, tools,
religionle and so forth that are the structures
or building blocks of the future.

All people are constantly creating extensions of
their.culture. Yet disorder, stre5s, and even
disability will occur when cultural forms are'
arbitrarily delegitimdzed and suppressed by out-
side groups, 44 when coercion is used to,cause
a group to adopt alien cultural forms, espe-
cially when these are propagandized as superior
to,those of the dominated group. It is natural
for individuals and groups to learn to function
in a variety of cultural situations; it is the
coercion of cultural imperialism that is deadly.

Schools in our nation have developed a hostility
to cultural variatións, as their mono-cultural
curricula reflect.< In effect, society has made
cultural conformity part of the price for educa-
tional access. For example, the child who reads
Chaucer ana the child who reads Wole Soyinka are
both readers. It is the cultural chauvinist who
Will make Chaucer the better of the.two, or even
the more necessary,of the two.

4
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Oppression and domination are present realities,
yet few educators acknowledge their exist7 e ce
and still fewer understand how they work:

' The
theorists who do -- Finon (1967), Memmi(1965),
Hodge, Struckman and Trost (1975), Blauner
(1976), Jordan (1977), Ngubane (1979), Cabral

.(1973), Freire (1973) tel/ us that domination
is generally effected through the destruction of
the history and culture of a people. Educators
must therefore look to see what part.schuols
play'in Oat process. For example, to what ex-
tent do schools and chilfedevelopment and family

k service-agencies reflect and utilize the true
hlstory and culture of their clients? Are they
historically and culturally neutaral? If not,
are the history and culture preserited.appropri-
ate to the mission of,the school or agency?

The destruction of history ahd culture, just
like physical containment and engendered depen-
dency, are important parts of the d'Plamics of
oppression. At this time, the vast majority Qf
African7Americans'are deRendent in a number of
ways.

1 African-Americans are economically de-
pendent on institutions and resources
that are controlled almost completely
from outside the community.

2. tarican-Americans are almost .totally
dependent for media images of them-

, selves on alien image producers. For*
example,-the only effective father of
a Black family on prime-time

g
televi-

sion is the white at r on "Different
Strokes"; the only effe tive coach of
Black basketball players is the White
Shadow. None of the other "sitcoms"
dealing with Black life--"The Jeffer-i
sons," "Sanford and Son," "That's My
Momma"--is controlled by African-
Ameriicans. White writers are thought
tePhe more expext than African-Ameri-
cans on what it means to be Black.

3 African-Americans attend schools which
in almost all cases are controlled by
someone who is not African-American.

4
4. African-American children and families

are ruled by concepts and definitions

5



which their representatives had little
or no part in creating.

.

-,///c-I

could go on. But the point should be clear.
Systematically, the stresses of_roercion, fre-
quently hostile or insengitive, remain a primary
part of the lives of African-American children
and families.

. Undar.natur4l circumstances families, as an in-
tegrk part of the social and cultural fabric
of a community, are expgcted to serve certain
basicinnttions. They nurture, they teach', they
protect. Under coercive circumstances, t

natural processea,become distorted. If the co-,
ercion is pervasive and continuing, the distor-
'ion of natural processes will be seen nbt
merely in individual nuclear families but in
the whole cultural network of which the families
are a part. The capacity of families to nurture,
teach, and protect is tied directly to the de-
gree of freedom they experience.

This leads me to my major point. It is the Af-
rican-American family, meaning the cultural
group, which muist be looked at in terms of its
strengthAfirstAnd foremost. Then and 'onl./.

.then can we speak of the strengths, or weak-
nesses, of individuals, couples"and nuclear
families. It would be a cruel hoax for me to
suggest to you that each nuclear family must
solve its problems alone, in isolation from
other African-American faMilies, though this has
been happening on an accelerated basis. We know
that a few famikies will "rilke it," as indeed
some hae. But .that has always been the case.

.What has not chaMged for African-American fami-
lies is that as a group there has been no move
off the bottom rung of the socioeconomic ladder

40aor do I hear anyone making forecasts as to
when such a move might happen. for individual
nuclear African-American families who have
"made it," frequentlyethe very tactics which
led to their "making ite2 are those that contri-
bute to the disunity and destruction of t ir

group.

\M4ybe I can make this point even stronger by
calling to your 'attention the.fact that the
nuclear family does not exist in reality for
any cultural group. It is an artifact of aca-
demic models. All families are "extended."
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. How else can we explain. the clarity brought on
by a crisis such as that which has occurred over
the Falkland Islands? Is there ahyone who could
not predict Where our national illiance'would be
a.s between England and Argenting? Netitralityl!?!
Rtyond all'the talk of treaties, NATO,.and so
lorth,,it got down to kith and kin, or cultural,
unitY, jusl as it did in relation to Zimbahwe
and South Afki6A earlier.

This is not to say that all extended families re
alike culturally. In fact, 'tiecause of the tin
.sophistid'ated view we take of-'"American culture,"
ondi which'is based.on an:ideology of assimilation
instead of the rdality of diversity, the extended
character of the.family in the cultural majority
in America 1S,Masked. AsAfrican-Americanssut,77
render, and become indistinct as.a cultural'grouP,,
they do not,become integrated into a mainstream,
since the mainstream does notyet exist. Thn
become disintegrated in a sea of cultural diver-
sity, unable to mobilize as a grOup in any,direc-
tion since the "we" no longer exists.. Under sndh
circumstances it can only be."every family for
itself."

The basic strength of any person, couple, or fam-
ily is found in the experience of historical and
cultural continuity. Many people may not be con-

. -

sciously aware of their culture, yet they live in
it just the same. Every culture loses members
from its core for a variety of reasons. This is
natural and is to be expected. The point is not
'whether a culture remains fixed or whether it
changes, not whether some of its members grow
away from it or not, hot whether dt ds good to be
a part of one culture rather than another. The
point lies in'the historical fact of the functions
of culture, one of which is.to serve as a basis
for group identity, purpose, and direction.
Above all, culture serves as a basis for a

group's mobilization to work on its own behalf.
W.E.B. DuBois Saw this in 1909.

When in any case these'ancestral customs
in family, clan, and tyiJal life could
be preserved, revolt against slavery
followed. This- is the secret of the4._
HaytianRevolution.

-Other authors have noted the power of culture as
an element in resistance to domination (Cabral,

7
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1973) (Ngubane, 1979) (Fanon, 1967). The great-
er powerv'of culture, I believe, rests in its
function of defining, of giving direction. In-
dividuals, couples, and isolated families do'n6t*
in and of themselves have eitherlhistory or cul-
ture. Only As a part of a group can they have
historical tradition and culture. Confusion
about cultural identity limits the power of in;
dividuals, couples, and groups.

'4
Strength comes from unity. Unity cbm6s from
shared culture and history. When I was in Africa,
the most common answer I got to the question,
"Who are you?," was the person'S. giving_ me the -
name of his or her tribe.% When a.person said, .

"I ail Ibo," "I am Yoruba," "3 am Fanti," "Lam
Kru," or "I am Mende," you had the*feeling that .

the person was located comfortably and was crear,
ly a parivf something much greater than him or
herself.- By contrast, whenoa person identifies
hi,m or herself as a "minority," what do we know
about him or her other than-the fact that he or
she has surrendered culturally and now appears
to live in isolation? A person is strong when,
his or her people as a whole are strong. African-
American chVdren and families are strong when
consciously or unconsciously they feel themselves
to be a part of s6.Mething much larger ,than them-
selves. Yet, cultural self-affirmation must,kiot
be built on the negation of the traditions o
others (Ngubane, 1979)--and therein lies the '

dilemma.

Those who control the instituons of our society
do not conceptualize the matter in the way that I
have described it. That is to say, alttiough they.
are themselves part of a cultural tradition, they
are not aware of it as such, nor are they aware,
of the culture of others. Therefore, problems
are defined as problems of individuals and iso-
lated families. For example, it is much easier .

to get grants and contracts to study pathology in
Black children and families than it is to get' .

contracts'and grants for the Schomburg Library
and Museum. It is mueh easier to Let funds to
compare the performance of "racial" groups on ,

some irrelevanan it is to get funds to
produce appropriate iedia about Black people.
It is much easier to get funds to develop exotic
new pedagogical strategies than it to convene
working groups to collect, produce, and synthesize
materials on Black history Ind culture. It is

8
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muCh easier to get money to train paraprofession-
al workers n a variety of-helping profe,ssions
than it is to getfunds for a Black Think Tank
like a Hoover Institute, a iRandlCorporation, a'
Brookings 4nstitute, )5r a Heritage Foundation.

a

At the root of the whole situation, then, is a'
con6eptual conflict.. As Louis King and Hector
Meyers (1980) wrote:

We argue at the end tAllt Black chil-
dren and youth are not-only in deep
trouble but that their realities are
baing systematically misrepresented
because of the inadequacy of models to
,deal with their class condition defined
by the coordinates--Black and poor.
...The methods have not changed be-
cause the theories of domination have
not changed. Genetic deerminism and
Social "Darwinism still prevail and
dominate.,.We shift between positions
which keep the social structure intact.
Dur theories are uninformed by an
understanding of history, devoi of,
a method for analysis and underst nd-
ing of' the relationship between th
child and the social process:, and
therefore, they are without a vehicl
for transformation of the condition of ,

our children and youth.

If the academics are guilty of misrepresenting
the reality of African-American children and
families, the main informant in tour national cul-
ture, television, is abomi9able. For example,.as
mentioned earlier, "Differnt'Strokes" is the
only prime time "sitcom" with an effective fa-
ther for Black children. In this
program, a white millionaire widower 4onors the
deathbed request of hieBlack housekeeper to
adopt her two sons. These children are described
as "street wise" kids from Harlen4- (Why are
highly intelligent Black'children always called^
"street wise?" Highly intelligent white children
are'not called "suburb wise" or "P'aric Avenue.
wise.") The white "father;'! who lives with his
real daughter on-Park Avenue, takes the two boys
from poverty to hot'tubs, maids, cooks, and
chauffeurs. Some of the deliberate messages from
this "sitcom" are:
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4 ,

Arnold 'learns the value of property,,

and the value of.a dollar.

2: Willis and Arnold are challenged by,
their former friends about rejecting
their past and, in the eyes of the

=writers, they-go "overboard" to prove
cheir Blackness. -This important issue
is treated as a comical event. -

3. In a "dream" episode, Arnold.trieg`tO
keep hiS="father" from going=away .off-a
business trip after dreaming,that he
wOn'-t return.

,To Summarize, in'this and other episodes the im-
ages and'models say to African-American childrep.,/
that':

1. Your own people are impOtent.
2. Thie white male is your sawioT:
3. .His values are your pri-mary aspiration:
4. B6'ing Black culturally is not impor-

=:

tant and is inferior.
5. -Your own moth& on her deathbed turned

you over to the white male for father--
ing. ,

6. You must move away from your pebple in '
order to be saved.

.The strengths of African-American children and
families are not to be found in the typical
speculations and research of academics, nor 4re
they to be found in the magic of media .fantasy,
the projections of alien writers. While the
very survival of African-American children and
families testifies.to the strength of individuals
and families, the source of that strengtil lies

. in the historical and cultural base which can be
called upon for realistic, meaningful, and posi-
tive models for future behavior.

,I would like to outline some of the lessons I've
learned from the African and African-American
experience for the education and parenting of
African-American children.

1. Parents must study and know themselves
(history and culture).

2. Parents must model the behavior that
is'expected of their children.

.3. Parents must expose their 'children to

10
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the widest,possible variety of expe-
rience, sy,stematically and critically.

4. Patenting means.involving children in
the,real world of work and,play, joy
and pain, ana above all,.truth.

5. Parenting means participation by par-
ents:and children in organized groups
.that serve the interest of the larger
group.

. Paranting. means giving children re-
sponsibilities and holding them re=
sporisible.

. ParentIng means listening well to what
childfen think and feel.
Parenting means telling and-retelling
the story of one's people to the chil-
dren so that they may experience.con-
findity-and know how, to be.

.

Clearly, thesethings cannot be accomplished In
the absence of aotrong cultural base. African-
American chi/dren must be taught aboutitheir own
history which goes far beyond the long night of
slavery to traditiAs that still influence world
culture. It is a*istortion to teach African-
American children.about European heroes and not
about their own heroes who sometimes outdid
them, as when Napoleon Bonaparte's crack troops
of 50,000 men were defeated in Haiti by an army
of slaves, led by General Toussaint L'Ouverture.
It is a distortion to teach admiration of Greek
philosophers and scientists and not that many of
them were taught in Africa by Africans (James,
1976). African-AmeEican children, if they un=
d&rstOOd it, would fake courage and pride in the
dominance of the African tradition in world'
music,tqay. A Duke ftlington, Stevie Wonder,
Ella Fitigerald, and hundreds more are not mere
musicians, but trailblaZers creating the future.
Scholars, philosophers, scientists, inventors,
artists are also trailblazers. The models for
Fican-American children are to be found among

t eir people--in the biographies and speechs of
_Marcus Garvey, W.E.B. DuBois, Martin Luther King,
r MAlcolm X, Paul Robeson, Sbjourner Truth, Kwame
Nkrumah, Sekou Toure, Julius Nyerere, Lorraine
Hansberry, Zora Neale Hurston; Marie Evans, and
many more. Once again, m'y point is that the
strength of children and families is to be foUnd
in their people. Imagine the feeling and power
of the African-American child who knows these
models 'of courage, for analyses of problems and
strategies for progress and meaning for life.

11



But what has happened? Our educational, istem
has disconnected African-American children rom
their historical and cultural stream. Sc400ls,
in ignorance or by design, have operated to sup-
press, ignVre, or delegitimize the kriowledg-e
and appreciation of most of the people mentioned
above. The reasons are clear to me. At no time
in the history of contact with African or Afri-
can-Americans havehey been perceived to be
weak or unintelligent really. It was not weak--
ness and stupidity that were pitied but strength
ana intelligence that were at irst respected
and later feared. Laws to prevent slaves from
learning to read, from congregating in groups,
from preaching'unsupervised, from owning yr3loer--
ty-, from voting, from holding office mere.not "

acts of pity but fear. The destruction of the .

written records of African history, th'e denial
of publication opportunities for African-Ameri-
can writers, the denial of equal resources for
schooling, were not acts of pity but fear.

.The image of weak and inCompetent.Black childpen
and families comes from snapshots of.i;i3lated
victims, not from Motion pictures'of a whole'
people. No one should minimize the existence of
casualties among,African-Americans. Drug ad-,
diction, dropouts, and a once-rare phenomenon,
suicides, have begun to be fouAd in alarming
proportions among African-Americans, especially
among African-American women, where it is now
the leading cause of death.during ages 18-22.
These statiatics do not signal individual, fam-
ily, or group weaknes§ so much as extraordinary
stress which is pervasive in our communities.
This stress refbects the following undeniable
realities:

1. racism in criminal justice
2. crushing dnemployment
3. racism in psychological assessment
4. unequal tducational opportunity

,

5. poor sanitation
6. overcrowding
7. poor nutrition
8. use as specimens in social and

other experimentation

Compare the African-American child to any other
child under such conditions and then see what
strength means.

The evidence for strength among African-

12



American children and families is overwhelming.
Robert Hill (1971, 1977) has identified strong
work orientation, strong achieveMent motivation,
andstrong kinship tiesr, To sensitive and know-
legeable observers there Are many other indica-

.tors. For example,

1. As long as anyone can recall, African-
Americans, like Africans before them,

- treat names most'seriously, frequently
creating new names from dld fragmehts.
Unconventiowe names testify to inde-
pendence and group strength.

2. African-AmeriCans are well known as
"trendsetters in dress.

African-Ailericans' 'competence in
sports ability, especially anyping
in one-on-one competition, is almost
as legendary as their, spOrts achieve-
ment.

4. African-Americans are still unwilling
to,copy others in new dance sty],es,
being supremely cOnfIdent of their. Own -

- skill and treativdt-y.

5. African4mericans generally are ex-
tremely secure in theuse of verbal':
slcills from speaking to rapping.

6. African-Americans are quick.to identify
with African-American heroes'. (When
Jackie Robinson broke into major
league'baseball,-half the Black teen-
agerS'in America began to walk
"pigeon-toed" .S4n imitation of him.)

These are merely some of the surface manifesta-
tions of a deep cultural substratum.

The remedies for low performance among African-
American children and Tamilies are really not
special at all. They are the same remedies
other groups already employ and enjoy. ,A news
article in the March 23, f981 Atlanta Constitu-
tion (Citywise,1981) describes how affluent par-

,

ents educate their children, and such parents
do the same'all over the nation.

This is the week that the sChools send
, out letters of acceptance and rejection.

13



To many of these parents,.their
child's admission to the right ,

Kindergarten is tantamount to their
K'acceptance, similarly, into the
colleges of the Iyy League.

...The pressure, to get a child into
the schools often begins shortly
after his or her first birthday,
since presphools at both Galloway
and Trinity take two-year olds. If
a child is not enrolled in.the pro-
gram at that age, there is compara-
tively little chance for the child,
to be accepted later, betause of .

the limited space available% The
real entiy point is the two-year-old
program.

This support is both financial and cultural.
Furthermore, it has longterm political.conse=
quences, since we are talking 'about the Ulti-
mate leadership. of the nation. The educAtion
of tnese dhildren'is not left to Chance. They,
.do not emerge from/a free and _open competition
with all childrAn. Ihe cOntent ,V-udy is
not at all limited to technology; it is heavily
cultural in the serious sense of'the word.

,

Myths of greatness in hiStory plu,s the right
confemporaiy economic circumstances gdIde their
development...

k
African-American children need no less. Through
pinup unity the basic steps'can be taken. ,A
strong cultural identity is aprerequisite to
unity. At the point where group identity exists,
the strengths of children and families will be
manifest. Ngubane's (1979) notion of,siMul-
taneous legitimacy of diverse.groups can guide
usto the cdltural democracy that is'every bit
as important as the political democracy we
claim to have.
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